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A B S T R A C T

Original synthetic content writing is one of the human abilities that algorithms aspire to emulate. The advent
of sophisticated algorithms, especially based on neural networks has shown promising results in recent times.
A watershed moment was witnessed when the attention mechanism was introduced which paved the way for
transformers, a new exciting architecture in natural language processing. Recent sensations like GPT and BERT
for synthetic text generation rely on NLP transformers. Although, GPT and BERT-based models are capable of
generating creative text given they are properly trained on abundant data, however, the generated text suffers
the quality aspect when limited data is available. This is especially an issue for low-resource languages where
labeled data is still scarce. In such cases, the generated text, more often than not, lacks the proper sentence
structure, thus unreadable. This study proposes a post-processing step in text generation that improves the
quality of generated text through the GPT model. The proposed post-processing step is based on the analysis
of POS tagging patterns in the original text and accepts only those generated sentences from GPT which
satisfy POS patterns that are originally learned from the data. We exploit the GPT model to generate English
headlines by utilizing Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) news dataset. Furthermore, for assessing the
applicability of the model in low-resource languages, we also train the model on the Urdu news dataset for
Urdu news headlines generation. The experiments presented in this paper on these datasets from high- and low-
resource languages show that the performance of generated headlines has a significant improvement by using
the proposed headline POS pattern extraction. We evaluate the performance through subjective evaluation as
well as using text generation quality metrics like BLEU and ROUGE.
. Introduction

It is a long-held belief among Artificial Intelligence (AI) community
hat AI is not only for passive tasks such as object detection, classifi-
ation, or clustering of input instances based on similarity, rather AI is
estined to emulate much high-order human endowment such as cre-
tive content writing, original music composing, Picasso-level painting
eneration, etc. The great Alan Turing once said that a computer can
e said to possess artificial intelligence if it can mimic human responses
nder specific conditions (Turing, 2009).

Content writing apparently seems to be an easy writing task in
hich some repetitive linguistic steps are followed to convey a message.
owever, it is quite the opposite of that. It is a creative process whereby
ood writers avoid cliches and monotonous expressions. Rather, they
ome up with innovative and interesting ways of expressing the content
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that attracts the readers to read and remember the core message. In its
best form, it stimulates the readers to take action. No doubt, it does
not mean that there are not any predictable patterns and principles in
writing the best content. Content writing is a precious human ability
that only recently AI through deep learning models has started to
mimic. Significant changes have been made with the development of
deep learning models in the field of natural language processing (Imran
et al., 2020), speech (Fatima et al., 2022b), and image (Lv et al.,
2021). In addition to this, deep learning-based models could be used
to extract those principles and generate original and captivating mes-
sages. In recent years, different aspects of content writing have become
hot topics in the field of natural language processing including news
generation (Nishi et al., 2021), poetry writing (Talafha and Rekabdar,
2021), headline generation (Shen et al., 2017), etc. This is possible
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Fig. 1. Application usage of the proposed system.
after having advanced deep learning generation models like GPT-2 (Li
et al., 2021; Shaikh et al., 2021) and GPT-3 (Shavrina and Shliazhko,
2021) and GAN based models (Haidar et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020;
Imran et al., 2022). However, the GPT-2 model has several advantages
compared to GAN. First, GPT-2 uses a powerful deep learning network
with 1.5 billion parameters, making it capable of producing much
higher quality results than GAN (Cao et al., 2023). Because of this, GPT-
2 is better suited for short-text generation tasks such as news headlines
or summarization (Zhu and Luo, 2023). Additionally, GPT-2 can be
trained faster than GPT-3 since its architecture is simpler, making it
the most cost-effective model for the task at hand (Kolides et al., 2023;
Xu et al., 2022).

News headlines generation is one of the text generation tasks which
expects to generate a small text snippet that summarizes larger news
contents. It assists in indexing the news as well as attracting readers
to read full news stories. News headlines are not only short sum-
maries of the news but need to be an eye-catching statements for
the newsreader. Many researchers have proposed headline genera-
tion models that generate human-like headline scripts (Shenassa and
Minaei-Bidgoli, 2022). These generated headlines can be evaluated
through human/language experts or objectively using machine-centric
approaches like ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Eval-
uation) (Lin, 2004), BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) (Papineni
et al., 2002) and a different variant of these metrics like BLEU (1-
unigram, 2-bigrams, 3-trigram to n-gram) and ROUGH (1-unigram, 2-
bigrams, L-Longest Common Subsequence, W-Weighted, S-Skip-bigram
based co-occurrence statistics and SU-Skip-bigram plus unigram-based
co-occurrence).

In addition to this, headline news generation has been explored in
many languages for instance, English (Barros et al., 2021), Japanese
(Tseng et al., 2022), Chinese (Wang et al., 2020), Persian (Shenassa and
Minaei-Bidgoli, 2022), and Russian (Gavrilov et al., 2019). To the best
of our knowledge, no one has yet worked on synthetic news headline
generation for low-resource languages like Urdu.

Although recent developments in deep learning have enabled AI to
generate synthetic text, however, these require abundant labeled data
which is scarce in low-resource languages. Resultantly, the models like
GPTs and GANs mostly generate low-quality text if trained on a smaller
dataset. The generated text is of low quality because it does not follow
the sentence structure in that language. Therefore in this study, we add

a post-processing step in the GPT model to further improve generated

2

text quality by ensuring a correct sentence structure of the generated
text.

1.1. Research questions and objectives

This research study proposes a synthetic news analysis and synthesis
for low-resource languages along with applying the same model for
high-resource language i.e. English to aid print and digital news media
companies, as shown in Fig. 1. The media outlets can generate captivat-
ing news automatically to be used via our proposed model presented in
Section 3. Given the initial seed words (topics), the presented trained
model can generate synthetically and semantically appealing headlines
that the media outlets can review and select to use. More specifically,
we intend to address the following research questions (RQs):

1. RQ1: What is the impact of extracting the POS tag patterns from
the original headline on generating the synthetic headline news?

2. RQ2: How accurate is the GPT-2 model in generating the head-
line news for both low-resource language (Urdu) and high-
resource language (English)?

3. RQ3: What is the difference in performance between generated
headlines evaluated through Turing tests and machine-centric
approaches?

To address the research questions (RQ1–RQ3), we have performed
several experiments on one Million Australian Broadcasting Corpora-
tion (ABC) news dataset for the English language and one Million
Urdu News Dataset for the Urdu language. We have employed GPT-2
model for headline generation. To improve the quality of the generated
headlines, we have performed post-processing techniques which are
based on extracting POS patterns from the original news dataset. A
sentence is composed of different POS tags such as a noun, preposition,
adjective, verb, conjunction, etc. The sequence in which they appear
in the language governs a language structure. Fig. 2 shows a sample
of dataset sentences with POS patterns. We exploit these patterns
in our dataset and extract the frequently occurring patterns to learn
the correct structure of a sentence for generating synthetic headlines.
The quality assessment of the generated news headlines is carried out
through subjective evaluation using Turing Test as well as objective
evaluation using different text generation quality metrics.

The Turing Test was initiated by Alan Turing (Hodges, 2014).

The main concept behind this test is to determine whether or not
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Fig. 2. An example of a POS pattern.
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machine is capable of generating original creative content like a
uman being. Thus, to evaluate generated text, we conduct a human
valuation and ask explicitly from a different group of people whether
eadlines are generated by humans or machines. An extensive set of
xperimental analyses was performed to evaluate the performance of
ur proposed approach. The experimental results show that our POS
agging-based approach has brought significant improvement in the
enerated text when evaluated subjectively through Turing Test and
bjectively through machine-based quality metrics.

.2. Problem statement

Let 𝐻 denote a set of original headlines and 𝑃 denote a set of
POS patterns extracted from 𝐻 . The objective of this research is to
propose a synthetic headline news generation model for both low-
resource language (Urdu) and high-resource language (English) by
using GPT-2. Moreover, let 𝐺 denote the set of generated headlines by
he proposed model when the model is trained on 𝐻 . The performance

of the generated headlines is evaluated through both the Turing test
(human subjective evaluation) and machine-centric approaches.

The problem can be formulated mathematically as follows:
Given a set of original headlines,

𝐻 = ℎ1, ℎ2,… , ℎ𝑛 (1)

he set of extracted POS patterns which is extracted from 𝐻 is defined
s,

= 𝑝1, 𝑝2,… , 𝑝𝑚 (2)

synthetic headline news generation model GPT-2, which is trained on
, the objective is to generate a set of headlines,

= 𝑔1, 𝑔2,… , 𝑔𝑘 (3)

or both low-resource language (Urdu) and high-resource language
English) that are syntactically and semantically coherent and align
ith the POS patterns 𝑃 extracted from 𝐻 .

.3. Contributions

The main contributions of this study are as follows:

1. Extracted POS pattern from original headlines to validate the
generated headlines.

2. Proposed a synthetic headline news generation model by using
GPT-2 for both low-resource language (Urdu) and high-resource
language (English).

3. Evaluated the performance of generated headlines through both
the Turing test (human subjective evaluation) and machine-
centric approaches.
3

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
elated work followed by a methodology in Section 3. Results and de-
ailed discussion are presented in Section 4. Lastly, Section 5 concludes
he paper along with some future directions for new researchers.

. Related work

Headline news generation has been a topic of interest in recent years
or many researchers. Recent studies have shown promising results on
eadline news generation task by employing deep learning models like
NN (Rumelhart et al., 1994), GRU (Chung et al., 2014), CNN (O’Shea
nd Nash, 2015) and LSTM (Schmidhuber, 2015). To represent the se-
antic better, attention-based transformer architecture (Vaswani et al.,
017) outperforms previous recurrent models. Table 1 shows important
esearch studies which are conducted on headlines generation tasks.
everal researchers have employed reinforcement models to generate
yntactic headline news.

The study conducted in Barros et al. (2021) proposed a hybrid
urface natural language generation (HanaNLG) technique to generate
he headline through the text summarization technique. The authors
erformed text generation in three steps; prepossessing, macro & micro-
lanning, and surface realization. In the prepossessing step, they an-
lyzed (lexical, syntactic, and semantic) using a language analyzer.
n the second step, they created the vocabulary that will be used for
enerating the final headlines through the different methods; Name
ntity (NE), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Term Frequency-Inverse
entence Frequency (TF-ISF), and Positional Language Models (PLM).
hey have evaluated the model on each generating the vocab tech-
ique. In last, they applied the surface realization step where they
enerated the headline through Sentence Generation and Sentence
anking algorithms. They have tested their proposed method on DUC
003 and DUC 2004 datasets. To evaluate the generated text, they have
sed both human and machine-centric approaches. After analyzing the
esults, they stated that the TF and PLM strategy outperforms both the
uman and machine-centric approaches.

Many researchers have used RNN, CNN, LSTM, and GRU to generate
eadline news generation. For example, in the research work conducted
n Fujita and Watanabe (2018), CNN and LSTM were employed to gen-
rate Japanese news headlines. The authors have utilized CNN/Daily
ail, Gigaword, and NEWSROOM benchmark datasets to generate the

yntactic news. Generated news were evaluated through the question-
aires method. Similarly, the researchers used the topic modeling along
ith RNN and GRU to generate Chinese news headlines in the 2020

tudy (Wang et al., 2020). They have proposed a topic-sensitive neural
eadline generation model that can generate headline news by utilizing
he Chinese short text summarization dataset.

In recent work, two of the studies (Xie et al., 2019; Shen et al., 2018)
ave used the encoder–decoder architecture to generate the headline
ews. For instance, researchers in Xie et al. (2019) have generated
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Table 1
Related work on headlines generation.

Ref Year Approach Dataset Evaluation Language

Tseng et al.
(2022)

2022 Transformer-based
models

Mai-news Machine centric Japanese

Shenassa and
Minaei-Bidgoli
(2022)

2022 Transformer-based
and LSTM

LSTM and transformer-based
Hamshahri (contains 166000 news
headline pairs) and Persica and
Tabnak Agency (contains 10000
news–headline)

Machine Persian

Barros et al.
(2021)

2021 NE, TF-ISF, LDA,
TF, and PLM

DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 Both English

Singh et al.
(2021)

2021 Markov model Daily Mail dataset, Gigaword
dataset, NEWSROOM dataset

Machine centric English

Mishra and
Zhang (2021)

2021 bi-Lstm with
attention

NELA17 N/A English

Li et al. (2021) 2021 RNN, LSTM, and
Transformer

large corpus of Chinese short text
summarization

Machine centric Chinese

Wang et al.
(2020)

2020 RNN and GRU(topic
modeling)

large corpus of Chinese short text
summarization

Both Chinese

Chen et al.
(2020b)

2020 Reinforcement
learning

LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07,
LDC2003E14, and part of
LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08,
and LDC2005T06

Machine-centric English
and Chines

Xie et al.
(2019)

2019 Encoder–Decoder
Attention

English gigaword, DUC, Abstractive
Text Compression(MSR)

Machine centric English

Shen et al.
(2018)

2018 Encoder–Decoder DUC 2003, DUC 2004,
LDC2002E18 LDC2003E07,
LDC2003E14, LDC2004T08,
and LDC2005T06

Machine-centric English
and Chines

Fujita and
Watanabe
(2018)

2018 CNN and LSTM CNN/Daily Mail, Gigaword, and
NEWS-ROOM

Human Centric Japanese

Alfonseca et al.
(2013)

2013 Clustering Approach Private dataset Both English
the English abstract headlines by testing three well-known datasets
namely, the English gigaword, DUC, and abstractive text compression
(MSR) dataset. The main objective of this paper was to generate an
abstractive headline based on an eye-tracking attention mechanism.
In eye-tracking, the main idea was to construct a method in which
the importance of different words is being extracted. Overall, they
obtained significant results by evaluating the generated text on ROUGE-
1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L quality metrics. Apart from this, similar
architecture was employed to generate the headline for the multilingual
task in research work conducted in Shen et al. (2018). The authors have
generated headline news in Chinese and English.

Headline news generation using transformers has shown a lot of in-
terest among researchers in recent years. For instance, the study (Tseng
et al., 2022) proposes to generate Japanese news headlines through a
transformer-based approach by using the Mia news dataset. The finding
showed that transformer-based approach was able to generate the syn-
thetic Japanese news headline. Similarly, Shenassa and Minaei-Bidgoli
(2022) have worked on Persian news headline generation through
BiLSTM and transformer generation models. Two benchmark datasets
were utilized to generate the headlines, namely Hamshahri (contains
166,000 news–headline pairs) and Persian and Tabnak Agency (con-
tains 10,000 news–headline). To evaluate the generated headlines,
the ROUGE metric was used. A multilingual translation (Chinese to
English) approach for generating headlines was proposed by Singh and
Josan (2022). In this approach, the authors have trained the models
on various datasets namely, DUC 2003, DUC 2004, LDC2002E18,
LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08, and
LDC2005T06, and validated the model by generating their own dataset
for English-Chinese cross-lingual headline generation. To evaluate the
generated headlines, they used BLEU and ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-L. Later, this multilingual approach was extended by the same
4

authors by employing reinforcement learning techniques to generate
the news headline (Chen et al., 2020b). Likewise, in another study
in Singh et al. (2021), the authors have performed headline generation
through reinforcement learning models.

Similarly, very few researchers have worked on extracting the syn-
tactic and ontological information through POS patterns to generate
the synthetic news headline on high-resource language(English) (Al-
fonseca et al., 2013; Mosallanezhad et al., 2020, 2021). For instance, a
clustering-based approach was proposed by this study (Alfonseca et al.,
2013) in which, they worked on English news headlines by extract-
ing the syntactic and ontological information by using the Bayesian
network. In this study (Mishra and Zhang, 2021), a topic-preserving
synthetic news generation was introduced in which a reinforcement
learning agent was employed to select words (rather than any text
generation model) that optimizes the matching of a given topic. Also,
these studies (Lin et al., 2021, 2020, 2019; Shao et al., 2021; Pal et al.,
2022; Mishra and Zhang, 2021) have proven that POS taggers perform
better and are being implemented as potential solutions to efficiently
identify patterns in any given domain like summary generation (Pal
et al., 2022), labeling task (Lin et al., 2021, 2020, 2019; Shao et al.,
2021; Pal et al., 2022; Mishra and Zhang, 2021).

Recently, a systematic literature review paper on text generation
is conducted by Fatima et al. (2022a). The authors have conducted
an extensive review of text generation in five aspects mainly focused
on deep learning approaches, quality metrics, datasets, languages, and
applications from 2015 to 2021. One of the aims of this article was to
find the most studied languages for which text-generation techniques
are utilized. They have found that only 23% of researchers have worked
on low- to mid-resource languages like Arabic (Hejazi et al., 2021),
Spanish (Wang and Issa, 2020), Turkish (Chen et al., 2020a), and many
others. The authors emphasized the need to explore low-resource lan-
guages with respect to building and training models for synthetic text
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Fig. 3. Abstract model of the proposed system.
generation. Although the low-resource languages have been utilized
in many other tasks like sentiment analysis (Chandio et al., 2022),
classification and categorization (Hossain et al., 2021; Batra et al.,
2021; Hossain et al., 2023), emotion detection (Ashraf et al., 2022),
translation (Ghafoor et al., 2021), there is a lack of research works in
text generation.

Our study is different from the aforementioned approaches in three
aspects. First, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first study that
attempts to work on synthetic news headline analysis for the low-
resource Urdu language and high-resource English language combined.
More concisely, we have used the one Million Australian Broadcasting
Corporation (ABC) news dataset for the English language and one
Million Urdu news dataset for the Urdu language. We have employed
GPT-2 model for headline generation. Second, we introduce a POS-
tagging-based post-processing step in text generation which improves
the quality of the generated text. The approach is generalizable re-
gardless of the language or model being exploited. Third, an in-depth
performance analysis using a Turing test involving domain expert skills
to assess the generated headline quality along with quality metrics for
text generation is performed.

3. Methodology

The abstract model of the proposed system is presented in Fig. 3. It
is composed of seven steps that are summarized below:

1. Perform pre-processing on the original dataset. In this step, we
remove special characters, numbers, and punctuation. We do not
remove stop words as these are required to be included in the
generated headline.

2. Learn POS tags of all the instances in the input dataset. More
than 3000 different POS tag combinations have been observed
in both English and Urdu datasets, however, the majority of the
POS tags are associated with only a few input instances. Whereas
there are POS tag patterns that are more frequent, we retain
those frequent POS tags and use them to validate the generated

headline.

5

3. Train a GPT-2 model on the input dataset.
4. Generate the news headlines on the trained GPT-2 model.
5. Repeat steps one and two on the generated headlines.
6. Compare the POS pattern of the generated headline with POS

pattern of the original headline. If the generated headline satis-
fies at least one POS tag pattern among the frequent POS tag
patterns of the original headline, retain it for subjective and
objective evaluation, else discard it.

7. Mix the generated headlines with original headlines and perform
the Turing test for subjective evaluation and also use BLEU and
ROUGE for objective evaluation.

In subsequent sections, we will explain each of these steps in more
detail.

3.1. Dataset for low and high resource languages

In this work, we have experimented on two datasets, the details
about each dataset are given below.

Low-Resource Language: The Urdu News dataset used in this study
contains news from the major Urdu news sources such as 92 News,1
Ab Tak News,2 Dawn News,3 Express News4 and Geo News5 which
are published news in different categories (Hussain et al., 2021). A
customized separate Python script using BeautifulSoup and Request
libraries was used for data extraction from each category for each web-
site. The pre-processing techniques employed use customized functions
and regular expressions in Python to keep Urdu text and numbers only
in the dataset corpus. This dataset has more than one million Urdu news
stories text corpus for four distinct categories: Business & Economics,
Science & Technology, Entertainment, and Sports from the year 2012
to 2020. The dataset is available online as open-source.6

1 https://urdu.92newshd.tv/
2 https://urdu.abbtakk.tv/
3 https://www.dawnnews.tv/
4 https://www.express.pk/
5 https://urdu.geo.tv/
6 https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/834vsxnb99/3

https://urdu.92newshd.tv/
https://urdu.abbtakk.tv/
https://www.dawnnews.tv/
https://www.express.pk/
https://urdu.geo.tv/
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/834vsxnb99/3
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High-Resource Language: The English news dataset used in this
tudy contains news from the Australian Broadcasting Corporation
ABC)7 (Kulkarni, 2018). This dataset contains more than one million
nglish news stories as a summarized historical record of noteworthy
vents at global levels with a more granular focus on Australia such
s the Afghanistan war, financial crisis, multiple elections, ecological
isasters, terrorism, famous people, and criminal activity from the year
003 to 2020. The dataset is available online as open-source ‘‘A Million
ews Headlines’’.8

.2. Pre-processing technique

While developing Urdu News Dataset and cleaning the ABC dataset,
he following steps were followed in pre-processing:

• Removed duplicates: In the process of scraping news from online
sources, duplicate news was also included. We excluded such
items as these do not contribute to the richness of the overall
dataset text.

• Removed Non-Urdu Text: There were news stories that mixed
non-Urdu text with the news story which certainly does not
contribute to text generation, therefore such text portions were
removed which were in other languages.

• Removed Hashtag, URLs, and white space: has these embed-
ded inside news text and do not contribute much to the text
generation, therefore removed from the text.

• Removed null values: In some cases, after performing the above
steps, there was nothing left in the instance, therefore such in-
stances were also removed. For example, some of the news pages
have only video links so the removal of that link results in null
values in the instance which is eliminated in this step.

.3. GPT-2 model for headline generation

Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-2), proposed by Radford
t al. (2019) and designed by OpenAI, is a transformer-based model
aving 1.5 billion parameters. It is trained on 40 GB of Internet text
crapped from eight million web pages. It is a revolutionary model in
ext processing. It has an exceptional human-like ability to generate
ong sequences. An article generated through GPT-39 was also pub-
ished in The Guardian and became an internet sensation as well as

heated topic of discussion on electronic media. In addition to this,
he latest version of GPT-2 is open source and capable of generating
ext for low-resource languages like Urdu, Arabic, and many others.
he detailed summary of GPT-2 used for headline generation is given

n Fig. 4.

.3.1. GPT-2 customization for news headlines generation
In order to generate news headlines, we have done different corpus

ettings for GPT-2 as discussed below.
Corpus Setting for Low-Resource Language Dataset: The 1 mil-

ion Urdu news dataset comprises three columns including the headline,
omplete news, and its label for class. We have utilized both columns’
ews and its headline in this experiment. We have done two settings,
irst for the headline and another for the news. For headlines, we have
reated the corpus for an entire dataset that contains all headlines
elated to all four classes. Similarly, we have also created the corpus
or an entire dataset that contains news related to all four classes.
Corpus Setting for High-Resource Language Dataset: Similarly,

or the English news headline, we have chosen the entire dataset as a
ingle corpus that contains headlines related to all four classes.

7 https://www.abc.net.au/
8 https://www.kaggle.com/therohk/million-headlines
9 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/12/human-
rote-this-article-gpt-3
6

Fig. 4. GPT-2 model architecture.

3.3.2. Training of GPT-2 for news headlines generations
We start the training of the GPT-2 model using different corpus

individually as explained in the previous step. Four main parameters
are required in GPT-2 to start training the model: batch size, learning
rate, warmup_steps, and sample_every. The values selected for these
parameters for GPT-2 model for headline generation are shown below:

• learning_rate = 5e-4
• sample_every = 100
• warmup_steps = 1e-2
• batch size = 4

These values have been selected experimentally by observing different
combinations. In addition to this, we have used stop criteria for training
as learning loss_value = 0.01. The model for low- and high-resource
language is the same, as shown in Fig. 4.

3.3.3. Generating new samples of headlines
Table 2 and Fig. 5 show a sample of the original news headline,

before applying Headlines POS Pattern Extraction (HPPE) and after
applying HPPE generated sample, where the detail of HPPE is discussed
in Section 3.4. It can be observed that for both low and high-resource
languages, the generated headlines are meaningful and very close to
the real headline news.

3.4. Headlines POS pattern extraction (HPPE)

The experiments were conducted to produce text of different lengths,
including 80, 100, and 120 characters. We tested various sizes for
generating headlines and found that 120 characters were the optimal
length. Finally, we compared the generated headlines of different sizes
with the top 25 most common headlines, using their respective parts
of speech (POS) tags, and found that the headlines generated with 120
characters were the most similar to the top 25 patterns. Consequently, it
was decided to limit the generated text to 120 characters. Experimental
results samples are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.

In order to make these generated headlines more readable and
synthetic, we performed post-processing. In the post-processing steps,
first, we extracted all the POS tags from each headline for the original
dataset by using Stanza library (Qi et al., 2020) for Urdu language POS
Tagger as shown in Fig. 9. For the English language, we used the NLTK
library. After extracting POS tags from actual headlines for both English

and Urdu, we have extracted POS tags from GPT2-Generated text. The

https://www.abc.net.au/
https://www.kaggle.com/therohk/million-headlines
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/12/human-wrote-this-article-gpt-3
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/12/human-wrote-this-article-gpt-3
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Fig. 5. Generated sample for Low-resource language and translation in English using Google Translate.
Table 2
Generated sample for High-resource language.

Original headline Generated headline
before HPPE

Generated headline
after HPPE

Man charged over
fatal crash

man on trial
accused of sex
assault

man to face court
over bashing

Conlon stands firm
on new
grid costs

china plans to
continue

nurses union slams
hospital pay
offer

Police cracking
down on
driver safety

police find missing
teen

police hunt for man
after stabbing

Chinese taxi
drivers strike
over fines gas
supplies

Chinese Australia
and us sign new
security asea
Taiwan

police investigate
Albany death

Harkins told to
run as senate
candidate

police investigate
suspicious death
of man

police investigate
alleged car crash

size for each generated sample was about 1000 headlines. Further, we
have found repeated patterns that occurred consistently. In order to
get the top 25 headlines having similar patterns, we have removed
POS Tags that were repeating consistently in each headline as shown
in Fig. 9. We found some original/generated sequences were having
duplication in POS Tags, we removed those patterns too. Once we have
done these steps, we compared the pattern of original headlines and
GPT2-generated headlines. We kept those GPT-2 generated headlines
that were matched with the top 25 POS Tag patterns. 200 out of
1000 were matched with one or many of the top 25 original POS
Tags patterns. Therefore, we considered 200 matched GPT-2 generated
headlines for further evaluation.

3.5. Turing test

Once we completed the headlines generation process, we mixed it
with the original headlines and conducted the Turing test for subjective
evaluation. We conducted the Turing test to validate the generated
Urdu and English news headlines. The participants, involved in the
Turing test were proficient in Urdu and English Language. For the
Urdu text evaluation, we selected BS (CS)-II students from Sukkur IBA
University, and for the English text, we selected English Faculty staff
members from Sukkur IBA University.

In this evaluation, we selected 40 generated Urdu headlines and
40 actual Urdu headlines then we made four groups of participants,
namely (A, B, C, and D) and each group had 7 participants thus the total
number of participants was 28. Each of the participants was assigned 20
7

Fig. 6. Generated Urdu headline sample size for 80 characters and translation in
English using Google Translate.

Fig. 7. Generated Urdu headline sample size for 100 characters and translation in
English using Google Translate.

pieces of news (10 generated and 10 actual news) to evaluate if these
are generated or actual news. The majority voting scheme was used to
finalize the decision of whether the news belongs to generated or actual
category. The same process we have done for English headlines.

In order to assess the impact of our proposed post-processing ap-
proach, we performed the same experiment on the same level of
participants twice: during the first experiment, we mixed generated
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Fig. 8. Generated Urdu headline sample size for 120 characters and translation in
English using Google Translate.

news with original news without the involvement of our proposed POS
tagging technique which we used as a post-processing step. In the
second experiment, we mixed generated news with original news with
the involvement of the POS tagging technique proposed in this paper.

4. Results and discussions

In this section, we present our experimental results on low and high-
resource languages with and without headline POS pattern extraction
(HPPE). The code used for conducting experiments in this paper is
publicly available at GitHub.10

4.1. Results obtained for low-resource on headlines text

In this setting, we have generated the news headlines from the head-
lines corpus of the one million dataset as discussed in Section 3.3.1.
This corpus contained only headline text, it did not include full news
stories. As it can be seen from Fig. 10, the overall results of generated
headline news were poor. Semantic and syntax errors were found in
generated headlines news. The major reason for the poor performance
is that headline size is shorter and GPT-2 required more data to
generate quality text (Ko and Li, 2020). Another reason could be GPT-2
is trained on English corpus, it may be difficult for the GPT model to
generate text in low-resource language (de Vries and Nissim, 2020).
Therefore, to improve the quality of generated headlines, we have
unitized the news corpus from one million Urdu dataset as discussed
in the next section.

4.2. Results obtained for low-resource language before HPPE on full news
story text

In this setting, we generated the headlines from the entire Urdu
news dataset. The Turing test results obtained from this setting are
shown in Table 3. We have found that 60% of the respondents identi-
fied the original news headline as original and 40% of the participants
identified it as generated. Similarly, for generated news headlines, 25%
predicted as original and 75% predicted as a generated news headline.

In addition to this, we have shown the individual group perfor-
mance in Fig. 11. For instance, Group A found 80% actual headlines
as actual and 20% as generated. Similarly, 80% of generated news
headlines were understood as generated news. Moreover, Group B
identified all the actual news as actual, and 20% of generated news
was predicted as actual. For Group C, we found that 60% of the original
news headline was predicted as generated and 40% of generated news
as the original one. Likewise, 80% of original headline news was pre-
dicted as generated news headlines, and the same ratio was predicted
correctly that it was being generated from the model by Group D.

10 https://github.com/saifhassan/Headline-Generationg-using-POS.git
8

Table 3
Obtained from human evaluation for Urdu generation before applying HPPE.

Original news Generated news

Predicted original
news

60% 40%

Predicted generated
news

25% 75%

Table 4
Obtained from human evaluation for low-resource language headlines generation
after applying HPPE.

Original news Generated news

Predicted original
news

42% 58%

Predicted generated
news

28% 72%

Table 5
Obtained from human evaluation For English headline generation before applying
HPPE.

Original news Generated news

Predicted original
news

42% 58%

Predicted generated
news

35% 65%

4.3. Results obtained for low-resource language after HPPE

In this setting, we have applied our proposed headline POS pattern
extraction method (HPPE) to fine-tune the headline news generation
in order to generate synthetic news. The detail of Turing test results is
shown in Table 4. After applying the HPPE, we found significant im-
provement in the results. We have found that 58% identified the actual
headline news as generated and 42% as actual. The generated news
was too similar to the actual news that all four groups had difficulty
in differentiating the headline news between the actual and generated.
The most important is the difference of 3% that is observed in predicted
values for generated news. Before our proposed HPPE post-processing
approach, 25% of participants incorrectly predicted generated news as
actual news, whereas after applying HPPE, this number increased to
28% which means that HPPE post-processing was able to improve gen-
erated text quality that additional 3% participants classified generated
news as actual news. The individual group performance is shown in
Fig. 12.

4.4. Results obtained for high resource language before HPPE

In this setting, we have generated the headlines from the entire
English news dataset. The Turing test results obtained from this setting
are shown in Table 5. We found that 42% of the people identified the
original news as original and 58% of the people identified original news
as generated. Similarly, for generated news headlines, 35% predicted as
original and 65% predicted as a generated news headline.

In addition to this, we have shown the individual group perfor-
mance in Fig. 13. For instance, Group B found 70% of actual generated
headlines as actual and 30% as generated. Similarly, 20% of generated
news headlines were understood as actual news, and the remaining
80% correctly identified as generated headlines. The major reason
for predicting the generated headline easily was because our model
generated the text incomplete and somehow meaningless as can be seen
from Fig. 5. Therefore, to improve the quality of generated headline

text, we introduced HPPE in Section 3.4.

https://github.com/saifhassan/Headline-Generationg-using-POS.git
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Fig. 9. Original Urdu headline along with its POS Tag and after removing duplicates consecutively and translation in English using Google Translate.
Fig. 10. Low-resources Headline Generation from Headline corpus and translation in
English using Google Translate.

4.5. Results obtained for high-resource language after HPPE

In this setting, we have applied the proposed headline POS pattern
extraction method to fine-tune the headline news generation in order
to generate synthetic news. The results of the Turing test are shown in
Table 6. After applying the HPPE, we found significant improvement
in the results. We have found that 37% of the people identified the
original news as original and 63% of the people identified it as gener-
ated. Similarly, for generated news headlines, 82% predicted as original
and 18% predicted as generated news headlines. The generated news
was too similar to the actual news that all four groups had difficulty
differentiating the headline news between the actual and generated.
Therefore, there is a decrement of 5% in actual headlines news and
an increment of 47% in a generated headline as actual. The individual
group performance is shown in Fig. 14
9

Table 6
Obtained from human evaluation for high-resource language headline generation
after applying POST processing.

Original news Generated news

Predicted original
news

37% 63%

Predicted generated
news

82% 18%

4.6. Evaluating generated text

This section explains various machine-centric objective evaluation
metrics to evaluate the generated headlines. We compute the quality
and similarity of generated headline text to all of the reference/original
text as a corpus. We have applied the word-overlap metrics as explained
below:

• BLEU: Bilingual Evaluation Understudy: It compares the similarity
of the generated text based on n-grams (Papineni et al., 2002).
Mathematically, it is defined in Eq. (4):

𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 −𝑁 = 𝐵𝑃 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝

( 𝑁
∑

𝑛
𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑛)

)

(4)

where, 𝑁 represents the maximum length for the n-gram (in this
paper, we have used BLEU-1 and BLEU-2), 𝑤 represents uniform
weighted, and 𝐵𝑃 shows brevity penalty.

• ROUGE: Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation: It
also compares the similarity of the generated text based on n-
gram. But the main difference between ROUGE and BLEU is the
former calculates the score on the basis of recall, whereas the
latter calculates the F-measure (Lin, 2004).

The results of BLEU and ROUGE scores are presented in Table 7.
It can be observed that for both low-resource as well as high-resource
languages, the BLEU and ROUGE scores have improved after adding the
post-processing step. In BLEU, low-resource language post-processing
brought an improvement of about 0.21, whereas, for high-resource, the
BLEU improvement is 0.12. On the other hand, ROUGE improvement
for low-resource language is 0.017, and for high-resource, it is 0.05. The
possible reason for not significant improvement in the ROUGE score
may be a number of overlapping words in the generated headline with
reference to the original headline. Nonetheless, the generated headlines
are so coherent and human-like text that domain experts could not
realize that generated headlines were actually generated by GPT-2.

4.7. Ablation study

In this section, we have compared generated synthetic headlines
with and without applying the HPPE method because we want to assess
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Fig. 11. Individual group performance on low resource language before applying HPPE.

Fig. 12. Individual group performance on low-resource language after applying HPPE.

Fig. 13. Individual group performance on High-resource language before applying HPPE.

Fig. 14. Individual group performance on High-resource language after applying HPPE.

10
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Table 7
Evaluation metrics scores.

Settings BLEU ROUGE

Low-resource
language (Before
HPPE*)

0.360 0.169

Low-resource
language (After
HPPE*)

0.570 0.185

High-resource
language (Before
HPPE*)

0.350 0.105

High-resource
language (After
HPPE*)

0.470 0.109

*Headlines pos pattern extraction.

Table 8
Top five POS-tag patterns extracted from generated English headlines which passed
Turing test.

Antecedent Consequent Support Confidence Lift

{VERB, NOUN} {PROPN} 0.3 0.33 1.11
{VERB} {NOUN, PROPN} 0.3 0.33 1.11
{ADP, PROPN} {VERB} 0.13 1 1.11
{ADP, NOUN, PROPN} {VERB} 0.13 1 1.11
{VERB, NOUN} {ADP, PROPN} 0.13 0.15 1.11

the importance of using the HPPE extraction method in this paper.
If we compare the generated headline before (Section 4.2) and after
(Section 4.3) applying HPPE for low resource language, we found that
after applying HPPE our generated model generated more accurate
and similar text to the original once that it is difficult for a person to
identify the generated text is original or generated. Therefore, there
is an improvement of about 0.21 in the BLEU score and 0.017 in the
ROUGE after applying the HPPE.

Similarly, for High resource language, it can be seen in Tables 5
and 6 that there is a decrement of 5% in actual headlines news and
an increment of 47% in a generated headline as actual after applying
the HPPE. We observe that without HPPE, the model performs poorly
because just headline word sequences do not result in contextually
important representation.

4.8. Association rules mining for error analysis

To analyze errors in the generated text, we utilized FP-Growth
pattern mining to extract frequent POS-tag patterns found in both the
generated text that passed the Turing test and those that failed. The top
five frequent subsets in English news headlines generated by the model
that passed the Turing test are presented in Table 8, while the top five
frequent subsets in English news headlines generated by the model that
failed in the Turing test are shown in Table 9. Both these subsets were
extracted from the generated text after applying our proposed HPPE.
Interestingly, all POS patterns presented in Table 8 are subsets of the
top ten POS-tag patterns learned from the training data, whereas the
patterns in Table 9 are subsets of the bottom five POS-tag patterns
learned from the training data. This suggests that if the generated text
follows the POS-tag patterns of the training data, it is more likely
to pass the Turing test, which is a subjective evaluation due to the
improved synthetic appearance of the generated text.

4.9. Key challenges

Some of the potential challenges of the manuscript could be:

• Selection of POS Patterns: Choosing appropriate POS patterns to
validate the generated headlines can be tricky, as certain patterns

may not be applicable to all types of headlines.

11
Table 9
Top five POS-tag patterns extracted from generated English headlines which failed
Turing test.

Antecedent Consequent Support Confidence Lift

{PROPN, VERB} {ADP} 0.29 1 1.75
{ADP, VERB} {PROPN} 0.29 0.5 1.75
{PROPN, NOUN} {ADP} 0.29 1 1.75
{PROPN, NOUN, VERB} {ADP} 0.28 1 1.75
{ADP, NOUN, VERB} {PROPN} 0.28 0.5 1.75

• Generalizability of Optimal Length: While the experiments
found that 120 characters were the optimal length for generat-
ing headlines, this length may not be suitable for all datasets
and languages. It is crucial to validate the optimal length on
different datasets and languages to ensure that it can produce
high-quality and relevant headlines. Additionally, it is important
to consider the type of news articles and the target audience when
determining the optimal length.

• Training a Synthetic Headline Generation Model: Developing
a synthetic headline generation model that accurately captures
the nuances of both Urdu and English languages can be difficult.
It requires extensive pre-processing of the data, fine-tuning of the
GPT-2 model, and selecting appropriate hyperparameters.

• Evaluating the Quality of Generated Headlines:Evaluating the
quality of the generated headlines through human subjective
evaluation (Turing test) can be time-consuming and resource-
intensive. It also requires selecting an appropriate set of evalu-
ators and avoiding any biases in the evaluation process. Addi-
tionally, selecting suitable machine-centric evaluation metrics to
compare the generated headlines with the reference headlines can
be challenging.

• Generalization of the Model: Ensuring the proposed model can
generalize to other low-resource and high-resource languages can
be a challenge. It requires testing the model on diverse datasets
and ensuring that it can produce high-quality headlines that are
relevant to a wide range of topics and domains.

4.10. Key advantages

The major key advantages of this work are given below:

• Novel Contribution:The manuscript presents a novel approach
to synthetic headline generation using GPT-2 for both low-resource
language (Urdu) and high-resource language (English). The ap-
proach includes extracting POS patterns from original headlines
to validate the generated headlines and evaluating the perfor-
mance through both human subjective evaluation and machine-
centric approaches.

• High Quality of Generated Headlines: The manuscript claims
that the generated headlines using the proposed approach are
comparable to the top 25 most common headlines in terms of POS
patterns, which indicates that the headlines are of high quality
and relevance.

• Generalizability of the Model: The manuscript suggests that
the proposed approach is generalizable to other low-resource and
high-resource languages, which can have significant implications
for automating the news headline generation process.

5. Conclusion and future work

Text generation is the ability of AI algorithms to bring creativity
among machines. It is an attempt to complete the journey from Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI) to Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). Many
recent attempts have encouraged the AI community to finally realize
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the dream of inducing creativity into algorithms. Recent development
like GPTs from OpenAI and BERT from Google has shown promising
results in generating creative and synthetic text with just a handful of
characters as seed text. Although transformers-based GPT has shown
an enormous ability to generate synthetic text, nevertheless it requires
abundant data to generate new text into the domain of input data. In
case of data scarcity, the generated text suffers from poor quality. This
especially is an issue in low-resource languages where labeled data is
still scarce. In this paper, we presented a post-processing POS tagging-
based step that improves the quality of generated text from GPT in
both low-resource as well as high-resource languages. In our proposed
model, we first learn frequent POS tag patterns in the original data
and train the GPT model to continue generating new instances until
they satisfy POS tag patterns found in the original data. We performed
different experiments on two publicly available datasets in low- as well
as high-resource languages. Furthermore, in order to assess the gener-
ated text quality, we performed subjective and objective evaluations.
For subjective evaluation, we mixed our model’s generated text with
the original text and performed the Turing test. The participants of
the Turing test were university students and faculty members from the
English and Urdu departments. The results of the Turing test indicate
that for the English language, there were 47% more respondents who
thought our model’s generated text is original text after adding our pro-
posed POS tagging step in GPT. For the Urdu language, there were 3%
more respondents who thought our model’s generated text is original
text. Along with subjective evaluation based on the Turing test, we also
conducted an objective evaluation of generated text quality through
BLEU and ROUGE. Both metrics showed improvement after adding a
post-processing step based on POS tagging as proposed in this paper.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at exploiting GPT
for generating Urdu text which is one of the main contributions of this
paper. Also, the exploitation of POS tagging as a post-processing step
is another significant and generalizable contribution of this paper.

This work can be further extended to other low-resource languages
(like Norwegian, Arabic, etc.) where labeling of data is expensive and
data resources are scarce. It will be also interesting to see the impact of
text generated through the model proposed in this paper for balancing
unbalanced datasets and see how it affects the classification accuracy.
Although, this work focuses on news headlines generation, however,
the post-processing step proposed in this paper can be generalized to
other domains like generating story text, music composition, image
generation, and other creative aspects of AI.
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